Moving Goods from Great Britain to Northern Ireland
Trade frictions for movements of 680,000 tonnes of food and drink
Regulations
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GB and NI will be in different regulatory
regimes for food and drink. GB business
premises will need to ensure their products
comply with EU regulations and authorisations
to be able to send their goods to NI.
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Safety & Security Declarations
The carrier of the goods will need to submit information to the TSS
to complete Entry Summary Declarations (ENS) prior to leaving the GB
factory and being allowed on the ferry.
To complete these, hauliers and businesses will need to provide details of
the: Consignor; consignee, description of goods; country route; how it’s
moved and time of arrival.

GB would be forced to operate a dual
standard regime to service both GB and NI.
Goods will need to comply with EU labelling
and health mark regulations to enter NI.

In the event of a dispute relating to border or
customs processes, who will have the final decision?
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Costly certifications for animal and plant products that
will require Export Health Certificates (est £200-£800
per consignment) or phytosanitary certificates that
need physical inspections, with goods being required
to travel on heat treated pallets.
These require APHA to issue certificates and then
businesses must get a vet or inspector to physically
certify and sign the certificate at the factory.

Some animal and plant products will need pre-notification of many
hours before arriving, to allow certification and risks to be assessed.
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Customs Declarations
NI importers of GB products will need to submit information to the Trader Support
Service (TSS) to complete import declarations for all goods in a consignment
before they can enter NI and are subject to customs supervision and controls.
To complete these, businesses will need the EU commodity codes (inc Meursing
Codes) and customs value of the products they send.
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Tariffs & Rules of Origin
No deal will mean food and drink
products are likely to face tariffs
due to being deemed at risk of
entering the EU. Businesses will
need to ensure they can account for
the duties or tariffs before the goods
can enter NI.
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= Time taken to complete new processes and paperwork.
x 3 = over a day to complete
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Pre-notification & IT systems

Interaction with new customs and border IT systems will be needed
such as: CDS and S&SGB via the TSS (HMRC), VIES (HMRC),
IPAFFS (Defra/Daera), ECMS (HMRC) and GVMS (DfT)

Sanitary & Phytosanitary (SPS)
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Enforcement & Dispute Settlement
In the event a dispute is raised, or a consignment
is rejected, it is not clear who will adjudicate over
issues on matters relating to SPS, regulations,
customs and tariff complications.

A zero-zero tariff UK-EU trade
agreement would likely mean costly
rules of origin requirements for
GB exporters to NI, with certificates
required (est £30 per certificate) to
demonstrate the origin of the goods.

= Each truck represents the cost of undertaking the process.
x 3 = unviable costs for a business

VAT & Excise
NI will be bound by EU rules on
VAT and Excise for goods. VAT and
Excise will need to be paid upfront
or via a system of postponed
accounting for goods from GB.
Will certification be needed to
account for VAT?

Checks & Border Posts
Goods from GB will need to be given
clearance and permission before
they can enter NI to ensure the
processes have been completed.
This may mean checks and inspections
for all animal or plant products,
and needing to arrive at a Border
Control Post, which typically requires
a fee and lab testing.
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